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Davbroz Safe’T’Suction provides a safe, 

convenient and low cost vacuum connection 

port for manual and automatic cleaners.

Insert speed controlled Davbroz 
connector, ready to vacuum.

SWIMMING POOL EQUIPMENT
IN ACCORDANCE WITH NSF/ANSI 50 - 2010

CONTROL No. 4GVO

Ideal for Wet Deck/Edge pools where no skimmer is installed.

Combine with a skimmer for more convenient cleaning 
operation and less hose.

Perfect for the manual cleaning of Water Features, Ponds, 
Catch tanks and Spas as Safe’T’Suction can be fitted 
anywhere on the suction line before the pump. In or out  
of water!

If the Davbroz connector becomes disconnected there is 
no danger to swimmers as normal safe circulation resumes 
immediately. When Safe’T’Suction is connected suction is 
always evenly reduced at below water secondary outlets.
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Problem: On standard wet-edge pools, there is no 
skimmer box installed. Therefore there is no easy or 
safe way to install a suction pool cleaner or to manually 
vacuum the pool or catch tank.

Solution: Install the Davbroz Safe-T-Suction. This will 
provide for a safe vacuum connection point for manual 
or automatic pool cleaning.  A three-way valve and 
check valve need to be installed.

Safe’T’Suction can be installed in conjunction with a skimmer box. Place skimmer correctly to surface skim and locate 
Safe’T’Suction in the most convenient location to vacuum pool. Speed controlled suction and shorter hose length gives 
a better result and skimmer can still operate as it was originally designed.
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